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I
The meeting was called to order at 10.25 a.lIl.

A<ENDA IT. 39 (continued)

~EST]oNOF PALESTINE

(a) REIORT OF TIE tnulITTEE ON TIE EXERCISE OF TIE INALIENA'8IE RIGIfl'S OF 'lIB
PALESTINIAN PEOPLE (A/44/35)

(b) REl:ORT OF TIE SECRETARY-CZNERAL (A/44/73l)

(c) DRAFT RESOWTlOt6 (A/44/!..43 to A/44/L.45, A/44/L.50)

~e PRESIDENT. I ahould like to remind representatives that, in

accordance with the decision taken at the 61th plenary meeting, the list of

speakers in the debate will be closed today at 12 noon. I therefore reauest those

representatives wishinq to participate in the debate to inscribe their names as

soon as possible.

Mr. pmUISOR;GRAM (Thailand). I should like to express my delegation's

appreciation to Ambassador Absa Claude Dial10, Chairman of the Committee on the

EXercise of the In~lienable Rights of the Palestinian People, for the Committee's

comprehensive and useful report. The valuable observations and recommendations

therein deserve our careful attention and consideration.

The question of Palestine has been with us for far too long. It has remained

the core of the Arab-Israeli conflict for over 40 years. ·,ftle continuation of the

Palestinian problem can only bring mote pain and more suffering to all those

involved. Concrete progress towards a just and comprehensive settlement of the

Arab-Israeli conflict is urgently needed.

In addressing the Palestinian problem my Foreign Minister said in his

statement to the General Assembly on 29 september this year,

"The overwhelming majority of m~mbers of this Assembly have made clear

what needs to be accomplished. The fJ)undation for a possible solution has

been established with Security Council resolutions 242 (1967) and 338 (1973)

I

•
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(Mr. PibUlsonqgra., Thailand)

as well as other Security COuncil and General Asseably resolutions and

decisions. Let these serve as guidelines towards an eventual settlement of

this problea, which for too long has held back peace in the Middle East.·

(A/U/W.t), pG 63)

The decision of the Palestine National COuncil of 15 November 1988 to accept

Security Council resolutions 242 (1967) &nd 338 (1973), to reject and ccndemn

terrorism in all forms and to accept the existence of Israel as a State in the

region was a positive step in the direction of peace.

Throughout the past 12 months 'IfJ delegation has followed developments on the

question of Palestine very, very closely.. The various diplollatic efforts have

created a de9ree of optimism. we have seen new and important dialogues among some

of the main actors. We have also seen several constructive proposals initiated by

the parties concerned. The tireless efforts of the United Nations and the

SecretarY-General for peace in the Middle East have continued vigorously. We are

hopeful that those various proposals and efforts will be translated into actual and

concrete steps towards a just and comprehensive settlement of the Arab~!8l'aeli

conflict.

I
j
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Nevertheless, we note with regret that the si tuation which gave rise to the

intifadah continues to exist in the occupied territories. The intifadah is about

to enter its third year, yet no end to the suffering of the Palestinian people

appears to be in sight.

As we commemorated the International Day of Solidarity with the Palestinian

People yesterday, 1 should lika to reaffirm trPf delegation's steadfast support for

the Palestinian people in their struggle to exercise their legitimate rights,

including their inalienable right to self-determination.

The acquisition of territory by force is Ulegal and unacceptable. Arab

scvereign~ must be restored fully over occupied Arab territories. The legitimate

security concerns of all States in the region IWst be assured.

In his message to the Palestinian people yesterday on the occasion of the

International Day of Solidarity with the Palestinian People, my Prime Minister,

General Chatichai Choonhavan, emphasized the following:

"Thailand firmly believes that the Palestinian people are entitled to

exercise their inalienable rights, including the right to self-determination,

national independence and sovereignty under the leadership of the Palestine

Liberation Organization (PLO), their sole and legitimate representative.

"To this end, Thailand supports all the efforts of the United Nations

towards a comprehensive settlement of the Palestinian questiQ'1 in accordance

with Security Council resolutions 242 (1967) and 338 (1973) and other relevant

resolutions. we also support the convening of an International Peace

Conference on the Middle East under the auspices of the United Nations."

Although Thailand is geographically situated far from the Middle Eagt, we have

not been passive on the question of Palestine. On 11 SepteJ'lt)er 1989 in Cairo trrf

Deputy Foreign Minister had a constructive meeting with Chairman Yasser Arafat. On

26 October 1989 Mr. Farouk Kaddoumi paid a visit to Thailand.
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My Government has participated in the international efforts to help alleviate

the miseries of the Palestinian people, especially the Palestinian refugees. Since

1960 Thailand has given financial contrihutions to the United Nations Relief and

Works Agency for Palestine Refugees in the Near East (UNRWA). We shall continue to

do so.

Thailand was pleased to host the second Journalist Encounter on Palestine in

Bangkok earlier this year. Members of the local as well as the international media

participated in the programme. It contrihut~d to the enhancement of pUblic

knowledge and understanding of the auestion of Palestine. We have no doubt that

the plan of the Committee on the Exercise of the Inalienable Rights of the

Palestinian People to hold a regional non-governmental organization seminar and

symposium in Ruala Lumpur between 18 and 22 December 1989 on the general theme "The

inalienable rights of the Palestinian people" will meet with the success it

deserves.

In conclusion, my delegation is hopeful that our work here in the Assembly

this year on the auestion of Palestine will come to a successful conclusion. May

the spirit of understanding and reconciliation prevail thus enabling us to move the

peace process forward.

Mr. MOHAMMED (Iraq) (interpretation from Arahic): This i~ yet another

occasion when the international community undertakes the heavy responsihility it

shoulders vis-A-vis a major issue, the details of which relate to the major

principles of the United Nations Charter on the maintenance of international peace

and security, the reaffirmation of the right of peoples to self-determination, the

promotion of human riqhta, the combating of racial discrimination, the ending of

foreign occupation and the plevention of the use of force to solve international

prOblems. I

I

.1
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Those are the bl'oa4 Un_ of the tat.ftat1ma1 COIIIUlity'. resporlJibiUty as

we take up the question or Palestine - a qu_tion that hu been mder discuss10n

for 4ecadea - particularly as • .,itne. the per.utenca of occupation and the

escalaUon of the racist Zionist terroriea, 1ft the ab_ne. of any indication that

the fore. of occupatlcn cen In eny way whatsoever r ..pcrp:d to the logic of rigbt or

justice or, indeed, to enyof tha Q)urageowl peace initiatives put forward by the

Palestine Liberatien OIganlsatlcn (POO) - lnlttaU"•• _leb reaffirm the

Organization's co_ltaent to Intarnatlonal 1a91tlaacy and .done the relevant

resolutions of tbe Security Co\D'lcll.

Thus, tha international (J)-.nlty _t anea 49Gin deal with Uonist obclJracy,

88 it faces the dile•• of the Iuseli r.f.11 to laple..,t United Nations

resolutions on the estabUshMftt of peace In the r.,glon ...4 resolving the question

of the Palestinian people tbrQlC#l eneurin; their d9ht to .elf-deterlllination,endlng

the occupation and ho141ng the International ".CI) Centerence en the Mic:1dle Bast.

Gi"en this altuatiClft, we beli..,. tba' tS\1a international responsibiUty IIUSt

be cU.charge4 lit ocnfor.ity with the prlnclpla of the United Nations and with

reaUty Q\ the ground. 88ftCtt the internatlmal Or9anlaaticn must take into

conslaeration larael's contlnulft9 rejection or the Organization's ~esolutions. ~he

Uni tee! Nations DlSt tue into conslderat!(Z the fact that this issue wUl again be

c!ebated at the neat aession Wbelh anee _lG, the international «n.unity will have

to take a ~ltlan eft tM ccntlmlng atttorl'lnt cecupaticm of Palestinian land and

tbe Cll:Ifttlftulng traQlStdY of the Pal.tin'" peepl.... litre w••uet wonder how much

U. tM lntM'ftStbal CClalUlity~ f.o .clal'tab.lt& true role, na_ly, to end

~he &(liff.tiftg of the Palestinian t;taopl. eta lb. ~r.19n accupation of its

tttrdtorlfll, ata ba_lad.

"'
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It IIlUSt be stressed 1n this ccntext that D:lBt States of the world have

endorsed the inalienable rights of the Palestinian people. That sqpport has been

enshrined in the resolutions of the forty-thlrd seasion of tbs General Assembly,

part of which vas held In Geneva foll0!f1ng the unjustified refusal of the United

States of America to grant an entry visa to the Presi&mt of the State of

Palestine, Yasser Arafat.
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That support has also been reflected in the increasinq recognition of the

independent State of Palestine, which has so far been recognized hy more than 100

States.

The continued occupation and the conseauential acts of killing, oppression and

terrorism against the Palestinian people, in conjunction with Zioni8t

intransigence, are the root cause for the Israeli refusal to accept the

irrefutable, blatantly obvious fact that the Palestine Liberation Organization is

the sole, legitimate representative of the Palestinian people. To ignore this fact

is directly to reject peace and deny the inalienable right of the Palestinian

people to self-determination and to establish its independent State with Holy

Jerusalem as its capital. This in turn signifies the continuance of the threat to

international peace and security and the heightening of t~nRion, violence and

instability in that vital part of the world.

Therefore, international responsibility, as we consider the destiny of a

tormented people, demands .fu11 recognition of the role of the Palestine Liberation

Organization, as the representative of the Palestinian people, to negotiate o~ its

behalf •

Persistence in occupation, the perpetration of crimes, denial of the human

rights of the Palestinian people, and negation and disregard of the role of the

Organization stems from a reactionary, aggres~ive attitude that runs counter to

loqic and history. This is a stance hostile to the principles and values on which

the Organization and contemporary international life are based. It is therefore

the responsihility of the States Members of the United Nations, particularly the

members of the Security Council, to give effect to the relevant Articles of the

Charter hy adopting measures that would prevent the zionist occupation forceA from

perpetrating further crimes and put an end to the occupation and their aggression.
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In this cont~xt, my country is convinced that a gra~e responsibility falls

SQuarely on the shoulders of the Untied States with regard to Israel's persistence

in its policy of occupation and terrorism and its continued rejection of all peace

initiatives. Sincp. the United Rtates, as is well tno¥n is the major source of

weapons and technology for the racist Zionist regime, guarantees its political

protection and provides it with material aid and moral support c it is called upon,

in the light of the continuinq suffering of the Palestinian people, to change those

policies which it has pursued for several decades. We call on the United States to

deal directly with the Palestinian people on the basis of its free will and with

the Palestine Liberation Organi?ation as its sole, legitimate representative. It

must also recognize, wlt~~ut hesitation or reservation, the right of the

Palestinians to self-determination and to estahlish their own independent State.

Further, it is incumbent upon the United States to fall into line with the

international community in supporting the convening of an international peace

conference, with the participation on an eaual footing of all the parties

concerned, including the Palestine Liberation Organization. The United States must

shoulder its responsibility by putting pressure on the occupier to heed the

international will, end the occupation and enahle the Palestinians to enjoy their

inalienable rights, including the sacred right to self-determination.

The succession of events since the seizure of Palestine clearly indicates that

failure to reach a just and comprehensive solution of the auestion of Palestine,

which ie the core of the Arab-Israeli conflict, can be attributed essentially to

the Israeli rejection of any kind of solution.

I~rael insists that it will not recognize the existence of the Palestinian

people as a living population with a deep-rooted history. It even refuses to

acknowledge that the well-defined Palestinian homeland is undeK occupation.
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DeveloPMinta In the ~eglon, of which the whOle world is well ave~e, dally

~••ffl~m the grievous truth that the rulera In Tel Aviv see only ene solution to

the prOble.. t~ liGUidation of the QUestion of Palestine and the definitive

eli.ination of the Palestinians. Indeed the extermination of an ent,ire people

following the usurpation of its rights and territory has been the objective of the

~actst Zionist lIOYement ever since it came into being.

By adopting thl. criminal objective the Zionist movement merely confirms its

raciat natUlre anlS the fact that t t seeka to achieve ite coloniaUst-expansionist

objectives .t the eapen.. of the Arab and Palestinian peoples. The entire world i8

••ace of the eggressive nature of the Zionist regime end its policy of invasion aM

occupation, vbether of the land of Palestine or of that of other neighbouring

Statea, lncludlnq Lebenon, not to mention its anogllnt attack on IraQ in June 1981

and lte attacks on Tunisia and other Arab Statea.

Such policies of aggression ~.ece88arily lead the Zionist regime to the use of

torce and the vaging of var to achieve its evil objectives. Furthermore, that

r~i... Is attempting to e_ege a8 the major military Power In the region and for

that !'eallOn bes ecouhed and le stockpiUng nuclear and chemical weapons.
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The ft '.-it. don 8D in order to parpatuato its occupation of the In of

Falestine and to ll1POs. its hegaB:JnY over all the QDuntl'iea of the r~lon. Thig is

a further explanation of the strategic co-operaticn with the racist ~'outh African

r89i.... 'lbe news of co-operation between the two racist regimes in tile nuclear

field and m the productlcn of batHstic missiles continues to echu in the world

Be&a today•. This nuclear co-operation has unquestionably reDched such a serious

level that the Uni ted States is now bringing lIt)E'e pressure to bear cm the ztO'llst

regime. The question .. rf\ise:J with Shamir dudng his recent visit to Washington

in b_ber. It was rai8ed by the highest levels of the O\i tec3 States

ldainlstration. Sha.it vu forced implicitly to ott the co-operation, In

reaponse to great pre.sure frOll Oli ted States Congressmen~ He promised that when

be retur~.3d he wOUld look into the question mce again. This was reported in !!!!

Hew York Times on 17 Mon1lber in an article by the American journalist

Thomas Priedaan.

This policy of the Zionist regime means that tension will persist in th~

reg ion. It aeans, further, that the 911me of arms-tradlng development of miss ilea:

and aircraft is a ga.. whose consequences cannot be predicted. If such ctivities

were in keeping vi th the policy of the cold war and the stra tegy of confronta tiOD

between the _ajar Power., they cannot be in keeping with the lJ)licy of concord "e

... in the world to&Ir, with a f.eling of optimism. Obviously 1t is inadmissible

for any country to try to evade that policy of concord.

The leadera of the racist Ua\ist regine, in order to achieve theh'

objective - actually an lIIposllible obiectlve - of llqu1datin~ the question of

Palestine, believe that ti. will in itself put an end to the resistance of the

Pal••t1,,1_ people. ~c~..., they (b not respect international public opinion

aNI the r ••o1u~iona of tltla i"tecnatimal COIUU\lty. At the sa. tl., they resoc\'.

tiP C9c~ to tal1-...' _... q;»n,".tent IjPliey of genClQide.. 'n!us "e ,ee that the
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free will of the courageous Palestinian people, each day scores victories a9al:-~t

glor iO\8 year, ccntinuing the struggle amidst the 'Worst kinds of killing, torture,
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The valiant intifadab, which stands up to iron and steel armed only with the

historical weight, with all its noble symbols. It is new entering its third

bless the valiant F-~lestinian intifadah, which is 901ng forward with all its

My delegation, speaking from this rostrum, is pleased to P8Y a tribute and to

sought to contain its consequen-::es in order to suffocate it.

amendments are made, and other methods ace used - and all the while the policy of

The leaden in Tel Avi.., have rejected all the courageous peace initiatives put

forward by the Palestine Liberation Organization. They have rejected all other

killing and terrorizing the courageous Palestinian people continues. .

efforts on cont&ining the valiant intifadah of the Palestinian people. Thev have

(Mr. ~ba_ed, hag)

Zionist ~olicy is essentially based inter a!!! en the idea of gaining ti.. This

is done by manoeuvres and a..,ic;uous proposals and also by creating illusory and

contradicto?,y padtions _ between the different paths of the Government and

parties in the Government. Then a discuBsion of different plans takes place and

attempts put fOfwartSi by other parti~u. Instead, they have concentrated their

the soldiers of occupation, with all their modern weapon~ as well 88 their raels.

and hatred. The intifadah, thus stands out in our contemporary history as the IfDl!t

glorious people's revolut!,on against occupation~ This ia a revolution that is

escalating every month, an !,ntifadah whose pdnci91es ate further ~ntrencbed each

day, reaching the consciences \')fpeople in every part ef the word. The Arabic

world -intifadah- has beCOftl:} an international word~ written in all parts of the

world, using the letters of every alphabet. The intifada.!!. has =h'!)t down the

Zionist entity's claim of hutunity and democracy - thOl!le clalmlS it has always ..de
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The American journalist Anthony Lewis, wrote in The New York Times en

restore to the Palestinian people its inalienable rights, including its right to

(Mr. Mohartmed, Ir~q)
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only way to achieve a just solution of this problem that has remained unsolved for

the Palestinian village of Beit Sahut clearly showed that the oppressioo by the

Palestine Liberation Organization - th~ sOle, legitimate representative of the

The ending of the abhorrent occupation, the holding of the International Peace

an end to the occupation.

they knew what was taking place, if they knew that those Palestinians who wanted a

Palestinian people - in order to solve the question of Palestine, in orde~ to

in attempti1'¥J to blackmaU the world. The obnoxious occupation has shown its true

media gave unwarranted attention to Israel's faults, but that what had happened in

peaceful solution were being punished f more Israelis would be more prepared to put

face, and the number of those defending the intifaaah has become £0 large that

Conference at the Middle East wi th the participation of all parties, including the

Zimist prop&~ 'U\da, with all its potential and its multifaceted means, cannot drown

self-determina ticn and the establishment of its independent State - that ie the

Rt/ed

19 November 1989, that some Americans who supported Isr21l!l canplained that the

occupiers was not so well known either to Israelis in general or to foreigners, if

out the message of the intifadah and the legitimate, honourable resistance to

occupation.
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lr~q will, as it has always dale, work faithfully to support and assist the

Palestinian people in its just struggle to regain its usurped inalienable rights.

Iraq reaffirms its full and consistent support for the Palestine Liberation

Organization as the sole, legitimate rep~esentativeof the Palestinian peoPle.

Mr. OUDOVE~Uto (Ukrain tan Soviet Socialist Republic) (interpreta tion from

Russian) I For many decadas efforts to resolve the Palestinian problem have been a

priority in the work of the Uni ted Ra tions. I think that I expre951 the feelings of

many reptesentatives when I say that it is difficult not to give some t!:ought to

the age of this problem and the length of tim it has been cor.sidered in the Uni ted

Nations. Since May 1947 the General Asseilbly alone has adopted more than 230

resolutions, which are either directly or indirectly concerned with various aspects

of the Palestinian problem. Considerable attention has been paid to this matter by

the Security Council, which since March 1948 has adopted more than 160 resolutions

and more than 80 decisions on this matter.

Nevertheless the problem of Palestine, which is extremely complex politically,

legally, morally and ethically, remains to be solved. Since it is at the core

foundation of the Middle East conflict, I do not think it would be an exaggeration

to say that if the problem pers ists it may lead to ser ious consequences, including

on a glOOal scale.

In so far as the Middle East conflict as a whole is concerned, we cannot but

recall the craven assassination of the President of Lebanon, Mr. Rene Moawad.

Speaking on this subject a few days ago as Chairman of the Special Committee at the

current sessim of the General Assembly, I stated that this tragic event provided

further proof of the inherent dangers in outbreaks of terror and violence in the

Middle East region. We are also alarmed by news that Israel intends to use the

assassination of the President of Lebanon to justify the occupation of part of
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LElbanese soil. This was clearly indicated by one of the military leaders of

Israel, Mr. Shomron, when he spoke in Tel Aviv to the Foreign Press Association.

Be described that assassination as a tragic event, however, he emphasized that wit:

indicated the need for the armed forces of Israel to protect our northern border-,

and also to prevent the creation of what he called a terrorist infrastructure in

Lebanon.

At the same time the difficult events in the P&lestinian territory occupied by

Israel have reached a critical point. This was convincingly indf.eated by the

nwnerous facts, objective evaluations and unbiased oonclug ions to be found in t.lte

Secretary-General's reports and .In other Uni ted Na tions cbcuments and in reports of

intergovernmental and non-governmental organizations. These data are constantly

being supplemented by information from the media reaching us from the occupied

territories of the West Bank of the Jordan, the Gaza Strip and Jerusalem.

AccordiJ'W;J to recent accounts, virtually the en tire popula tion of the West Bank

and Gaza was involved in the general strike as a sign of solidarity with the tens

of thousands of Palestinians languishing in prisons and concentratiQ1 camps. There

were brutal clashes with the oppressors in whicbmany Arabs were wounded. Despite

the severe repressive measures, meetings and demonstrations are continuing.

In the past two years the Security Council has frequently expressed grave

concern regarding the situation in the occupied territories, it condemned the

Israeli policy of deportation of Palestinians and demanded their immediate return

to their homeland. Nevertheless, official sta tements by the Israeli leadership

leave no shadow of doubt that they intend to mntinue their policy of annexation

and to rule the occupied terri toties with M Irm fist.
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The acts of the Israeli administration cCX'ltinue to be at variance with the

provisions of the United Nations Charter and the numerous relevant resolutions of

the Security Council and the General Assembly. They are indeed a direct violation

of the provisions of the Fourth Geneva Calvention of 1949 and other fundamental

internat!unal legal documents. Hence it is not surprising that the report

presented in February this year by the State Department of the United States

containing facts attestiB3 to the violations of the rights of the Palestinians

caused such anger in Israel. The gravity of those violations was also reflected in

the report of the Special Com.'1littee (A/44/599), which called for an investigation

of Israel's actions affecting the human rights of the population of the occupied

terri toties.

It was felt in Israel that the time the occupation had lasted was working for

them, that there would be a weakening in the resistance to expansion. But the

opposite happened. The lntifadah finally unravelled the efforts that had been

undertaken for more than ~O years to have some influence on world public opinion

about the myth of the blessings of the Israeli occupation and that the Palestinians

were becCi1ling adapted to it. The Palestinian peacefUl uprising clearly indicates

that the present. situation is intolerable and that the status quo cannot be

maintained. At the same tine, it served as a catalyst for profound and pod tive

changes in the Middle East.

For the first time in the many years of the history of the Palestinian problem

there is a glimmer of hope that some agreement might be reached for restoring

normal conditions for people to live together in this region. I am thinking

chiefly of the diplomatic steps at the recent session of the Palestine National

Council, where a decisive choice was made in favour of a political settlement on

the basis of coexistence with Israel while granting the Palestinian people an

opportunity to enjoy its right to self-determination. The Palestine Liberation
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Orgmhation (PLO) and its leadership have through practical actions sho"," their

resolve to continue along the path they have chosen.

We are pleased to note that the struggle of the Palestinians for their

inalienable rights has reached a new stage. A Palestinian State has teen

proclaimed, and it has been recognized by more than 90 coamtries. The tremendous

rise in the national self-awareness of the Palestinians, the inability of the

occupiers to bring the situation under control, the serious dissent in Israeli

society regarding the peace process and a settlement are the results of the two

years of struggle of the Palestinians for their legitimate rights. The truth is

being gradually realized in Israel that the pol icy of violence is fraught with

serious consequences, that the Palestinian uprising CMnot be put down by force of

arms and that new approaches are required if the Palestinian problem is to be

resolved on the bas is of peace, equality, justice and respect for the legi timate

national rights and the mutual interests of the two peoples Who live aide by side.
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We could give a long list of the difficulties which today are impeding

progress on the path towards a Middle East settlement. However, we should not

underestimate the pooi tive and encouraging aspects. The Ukrainian SSR was very

heartened to note the important decisions with the aim of resolving the conflict in

the Middle East adopted in Casablanca this summer by the Extraordinary Arab Summit

Conference. It is extremely important that the meeting supported the policies of

the PLO and favoured the convening of the International Peace Conference m the

Middle East. The intention to take practical steps towards the convening of such a

conference was indicated by the establishment of the Tripartite High Committee by

the League of Arab States for the purpose of actively promoting the peace process

and preparing for the Conference.

In present circumstances, in view of the gravity of the Palestinian problem,

it is extremely important to conserve the positive results which have been achieved

with such difficulty in efforts to settle the Middle East problem. This wUl

require patience and wisdan, and a realistic and well-thought-out apprQ!ch. The

Ukrainian SSR believes that it is essential that the political settlement of the

conflict be comprehensive. It should include the resolution of territorial,

political, humanitarian, military and legal aspects of the matter m a mutually

acceptable basis, and ensure a balance of interests. It must be collecthe in

nature and should be reached by agreement between all those involved in the

conflict, with the assistance of other interested parties and the world community

as a \\bole.

It is essential that the Palestinian people be enabled to exercise their right

to self-determination and that this be guaranteed just as it is guaranteed to the

people of IsraeL One cannot demand that others acknowledge one's Qln rights while

at the same time denying this recogni tim to ale's neighbours and occupying by
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force the terri toties of otber States and not allowing them to make a free choice.

All St.ates in the Middle East, both A:ab States and Israel. should be guaranteed an

opportunity to live in calditions of peace within secure and recognized

bcundariese

It is our profound conviction that the best possible forum for the quest for

IIUtually acceptable solutions to all aspects of the Middle East conflict: would ba

an international conference under the auspices of the United Nations. The vast

I'IIlljority of Member States of the United Nations favour the convening of such a

conference, in accordance with resolution 43/176, adopted at the last session of

the General Assembly. In practical terms, it is extremely import.ant to take

specific steps to implement operative paragraphs 5 and 6 of that resolution, which,

respectively, request the Security Council to consider measures needed to comene

such Cl conference and to start preparatory work for it and request the

Secretary-General to cClitinue his efforts with the parties concerned in preparing

for the holding of such a (X)nference.

The delegation of the Ukrainian SSR believes that I.'epresentatives of all the

parties involved in the conflict could participate in the conference, including the

Arab people of Palestine, as well as the perIMnent: menbers of the Security

Council. There can be no doubt today that the PLO is the legitillllte representative

of the Arab people of Palestine and that the key to resolving the Palestinian

problem is within the grasp of the parties to the conflict.

As far as the United Nations is concerned, it appears to us that the role of

the permanent members of the Security Council and all those that wish to show

goodwill in this matter, should be to create a favourable and constructive

poli tical cll..te for the peace talks and to give as ilUch help as posaible to the

parties directly involved in the (X)nfllct. At the same time, no one can impose on

tha parties directly cCXIcerneCl -.y decls ions which are not acceptable to t_h_em~.~Tb~9 d
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Ukrainian SSR favours flexible and comprehensive efforts, both mUltilateral and

bila~eral, which would lead to the initiation of peace talks and pave the way for

convening an international conference. We must take advantage of all the Security

Council's possibilities by stepping up consultations among the five and making the

best poss ible use of the peace-mak ing paten tial of the Un! ted Ha Uons and its

Secretary-General in order to ensure interaction between the patties di rectly

involved in a settlement. We believe that fundamental assurance of the success of

this preparatory stage could be achieved by arranging a direct dialogue between the

PLO and Israel. Recently, there have been many attempts by, among others, certain

Western European States, to encourage the beginning of such a dialogue. The PLO,

as is well known, has expressed its readiness to negotiate with Israel at an

international conference. The ball is now in the court of the Israeli leadership.

We reiterate our appeal to the Government of Israel to join in the

international consensus in favour of comprehensive international efforts to bring

about a just and lasting peace in the Middle East that takes account of the

interests of all the States and peoples in that region, including the State of

Israel and its people.

The Ukrainian SSR, which has been a memer of the United Nations COlllllittee cm

the Exercise of the Inalienable Bights of the Palestinian people since it was

founded, continues to hold a consistent position Q'l the question of Palestine. On

numerous occasions and in various international forums the Ukrainian SSR has

expressed itself as in favour of a political solution to this problem and of

brasdening and enhancing the role of the {kai ted Nations in the peace-making

process. As a menber of the Conmittee the delegation of the Ukrainian SSR has

frequently made proposals for the further improvement of its activi ties by more

active participation in efforts to ensure the speedy Ct;Hvening of an international
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conference en the Middle Bast, in accordance with General Assembly resolution

43/176.

we fully support the wide-ranging activities of the Co1llllittee, under the

leadership of the Permanent Representative of Senegal, Mrs. o la110, for the purpose

of !lobiUziing world public opinion in support of efforts to find a Middle East

settlement. The extent of that support has been amply borne out by the regional

serainars organized by the Colllftittee, as well as the symposiums of non-goverMlental

organizations and other important events. The fact that mote than 700

representatives of non~overnmentalorganizations participated in the Sixth United

Nations International Noo Meeting (J'l the OJestion of Palestine, held in Vienna this

year, is stl'iking testimony to this.

A new kind of situation has arisen in the Palestinian territories occupied by

Israel through the peaceful uprising there. The widespread interna tional support

for that uprising, the plans and proposals put forward last year concerning a

nutually acceptable solutim to the problem, Md changes in public opinicn in

Israel all go to indicate that the time has now come for a real breakthrough

towards peace in ~e Middle East. The United Nations has demnstrated in practice

that its machinery for dealing with conflicts and maintaining peace provides the

IIK)Bt effeCtive means today of ensuring peace and security in all corners of the

world. It is essential that we draw cn this United Nations potential. The ripples.

of the wave of encouraging changes throughout the world should extend to the shores

of the Middle East. It is our conmon task to make peace in the Middle East a

reality today, not to bequeath this task to coming generations.
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Mr. AL;;~KAR (Bahrain) (interpretation from Arabic), The Palestinian

people has suffered great injustices since the adoption of General Assembly

resolution 181 (11) - the resolution providing for the partition of Palestine.

Under the resolution, the Jewish State was established on Palestinian land, while

the Arab Palestinian State did not receive similar treatment. But thab resolution

continues to provide international 1egi timacy for the Palestinian people' s right to

national independence and sovereignty.

Por more than four decadas the Palestinian people has continued its struggle

for its legi timate rights to self-determination, national independence, sovereignty

a~d freedom.

This year the General Assembly has been discussing the question of Palestine

at a time when the heroic Palestinian intifadah is ending its seccmd year, still at

the peak of its strength. The intifadah confirms the will of all sections and

strata of the Palestinian people to oppose Zionist occupation and settlement in all

forms and aspects, in order to put an end to the historic injustice suffered by the

Pdestinian people over more than four decades. It will continue until the

Palestinian people can exercise its inalienable national rights and until an

independent Palestinian State is consolidated.

The per lod covered by the report of the Comi ttee on the Qcercise of the

Inalienable Rights of the Palestinian People (A/44/35) has given confirmation of

the continued intensification of the determined resistance of the Palestinian

people to the escalating arbitrary and oppressive Israeli measures which attempt to

stifle the intifadah. Israel has used barbaric, horrifYing, inhuman methods to try

to end the intifadah, by murder. the mutilation, breaking of limbs and arrests of

Palestinians, forced deportations, collective punishments. exile, and the closing

of schools, health centres and humanitarian services. Israel has also imposed an

economic blockade on Palestinian cities, campS and villages. It has stepped up
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attacks on Palestinian towns and camps by night and flagrantly violated all basic

human rights in order to keep the Palestinian people mder the yoke of occupation.

All this happens daily in occupied Palesti~ian land, while concerted international

efforts are being made to eliminate hotbeds of tension and confrontation and cases

of occupation and aggression, and to resolve regional conflicts by peaceful means

through the United Nations, in order that the cause of peace and stability may

tr iumph for the good of peoples and in order to pronote understanding and

confidence between peoples through respect for the authority and prestige of the

Uni ted Na tionso

The inhuman practices are increasing, and new methods and means of barbaric

oppression are being devised. None of this can weaken the will and determination

of the Palestinian people, which is IIDre determined now than ever before, to

continue its struggle, arned with its unshakeable faith in its inalienable rights

and relying on the support and assistance of the international community and of

peace- and justice-loving countries, which constantly and rightly reaffirm that the

rights of that militant people to independence, self-determination and freedom must

be respected.

The current year has witnessed more suffering by the Palestinian people,

because of stepped-up Israeli arbitrary action to stifle the .!ntifl!.2!!l, and because

of the continuation of the racist settlement po.dey on the whole of Palestinian

soil, which takes the form of usurpation, aMexation and tyraMy. All sections of

Palestinians - men, women, children, the elderly, workerS, employers, farmers,

craftsmen, academics, journalists - have suffered from Israel's iron-fist policy.

No section of the Palestinian people has escaped that policy, all have been \mder

the yoke of occupation and the Israeli attempt to break do.. the intifadah by

sowing despair and frustration among the Palestinians, who are resolutely standing
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up to Israel's military machine, including occupation soldiers and armed settlers,

and maintaining their unshakeable national unity, rallying staunchly behind the

Palestine Liberation Organization (PLO), their sole and legitimate representative,

with no fear of the bullets of the racist..zionist usurpers.

The heroic epic of sacrifice recorded by the intifadah and the dignity with

which it has been conducted over the past two years confirm that the flame of the

Palestinian struggle will continue to burn, regardless of the arbitrary actions of

the Zionist occupiers, regardless of the intention behind their escalating acts of

oppression and persecution. The will of the Pal.estinian people will never be bent,

and its just struggle ~nder the leadership of the PLO, its sole and legitimate

representative, will not end until it can exercise its legitimate rights and attain

its national aspirations, including the end of occupation and the establishment of

its own State on Palestinian national soil.

Israel must understand the message of the intifadah - that the intifadah is

not a passing event.. as Israel. claims, but, rather, the express ion of the will of a

people which rejects occupation, defies the occupier and is struggling for its

legitimate rights, for its own identity and existence on its national soil.

- -----------------------
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The intifadah has rightfully Wal the admiration md tributes of international

PUblic opinion because of its resistance to Zionist arbitrariness.

That resistance has not weakened. The most recent evidence of this was the

courageous attitude shown by Palestinians in the village of Beit Sahur towards the

crimes comndtted by the occupying authorities, whose fear and disarray. are

increasing because of the moral triumph of the Palestinians.

Instead of seaing certain influential States exerting pressure on Israel to

put an end to its arbitrary and inhumane policies, its rejection of all

international values and norms, and its flouting of a fundamental norm of

international law - the Fourth Geneva Convention relative to the Protection of

Civilian Persons in Time of War, instead of seeing necessa~ international measures

taken to protect Palestinian civilians in occupied Palestinian territory, instead

of seeing measures taken to prevent Israel fran expelling them, from deporting

them, from destroying their homes and seizing their property, what we see is one of

those influential States, a permS'lent ~mber of the Security Council, using the

right of veto more than cmoe this year alone, to prevent the adoption of

resolutions that' had gained the consensus of the Security Council - resolutions

condemning Israeli practices in Palestinian territories, denouncing the

expansionist nature of the racist Israeli policy, calling for respect by Israel for

the Fourth Geneva Convention and its application to the occupied Palestinian

territories, and asking that the international protection of Palestinian civilians

in the occupied territories be guaranteed.

At its session in Algiers in Noverrber 1988, the Palestine National Council

adopted a new, realistic Md well-balanced programne and the Palestine Liberation

Organization (PLO) expressed its willingness to undertake negotiations in the

framework of the International Peace Conference on the Middle East to resolve the

Israeli1rab conflict, on the basis of Security Council resolutions 242 (1967)
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and 338 (1973) md recognition of the legitimate national rights of the Palestinian

people, especially its right to self-determination. Yet that is apparently not

enough to make Israel begin a dialogue with the sole, legitimate representative of

(:he Palestinian people on the future of that people, which is under the yoke of

Israeli occupation, to prepare it for its independence and a safe life in the

framework of a Palestinian State as defined by General Assenbly

resolution 181 (I1), adopted at the second session, within secure and

internationally recognized boundaries, and to solve the problem of the Palestinian

refugees in conformity with General Assembly resolution 194 (III), adopted at the

third session, and subsequent relevant resolutions.

Under Israeli criteria the Palestinian people has no right to

self-determination and independence because it lost that right under occupation, by

virtue of Israeli policy, regardless of concession after concessial made by the

Palestinian people. As Israel sees it, the solution is to expel that people frem

its homelcmd and deliver it up to its own Diaspora. The intifadah in its two years

of existence has waged a solitary comat against the Israeli occupying authorities,

but it is high time - and indeed has been for some time - for a clearer and more

effective international role to be played regarding Israel and its policy in the

occupied Palestinian lands. That policy, in the final analysis, aims at imposing

Israeli peace conditions and depriving the Palestinian people of the fruit of its

struggle and combat. The representative nature of the Palestinian PeOple's

leadership is being denied, in an attemPt to undermine internationally agreed norms

enshrined in General Assembly resolution 43/176 with a view to a just and lasting

settlement of the problems of the region, including the withdrawal of Israeli

occupation forces from the Arab lands occupied since 1967 and the. exercise by the

Palestinian people of its inalienable rights.
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exercise of their legitimate political rights, including self-determinationw•

to be reject~d and that the Palestinian people will remain committed to the

Israeli occupation, which has now been in effect for 22 years, will continue

The support that has been given to the PLO by the Palestinian people in the

I repeat: Israel must understand the message of the intifadah. As is rightly

(A/44/737, para. 36)

(Mr. Al-Shakar, Bahrain)

The United Nations, which has a special responsibility vis-A-vis the

Palestinian people, is duty-bound to associate itself with the Palestinian people,

that attempts to form, a Palestinian del egation, whether inside or outside

not take the PLO into account as the rightful representative of the Palestinians,

in its struggle against Zionist plots that aim at the liquidation of its cause and

AP/cw

Palestine, in any future talks with Israel to decide on the future of the occupied

complete and overwhelming support, recognized the world over, and reflected daily

against attempts to disregard its sole and legitimate representative, the Palestihe

occupied territories is evident to anyone who sees facts as they are. It is a

conclude certain deals which exclude and disregard the PID. Any dialogue that does

st&ted by the Secretary-General in his report to the General Assembly:

Wthe message of the intifadah is direct and unequivocal, ~amely, that the
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lb initiative will succeed unless it is in keeping with the peace initiative

already outlined in General Assembly resolution 43/176, which is based on

international legitiwacy, with a view to the holding of an effective international

peace conference on the Middle East, the only appropriate framework for

negotiations leading to a just and lasting settlement of the Arab-Israeli conflict

in accordance with United Nations resolutions.

It goes without saying that the only sound approach to the settlement of the

Arab-Israeli conflict and the establishment of a just and lasting peace is Israeli

recognition of the existence of the Palestinian people - which is under Israeli

occupation - and its legitimate national rights like those of all other peoples:

the right to self-determination and to establish its own independent -State on its

national soil in accordance with the Charter.

HistotY teaches us that justice always triwnphs. Since our Organization was

established to serve the cause of peace and justice, my country - which is

commi tted to the calSe of the Pales tin ian people and is doing all in its power to

support that cause so that peace and justice may prevail in the region - invites

the international community to quicken the pace of its efforts to meet the Israeli

challenge and establish peace through concerted action to avoid peace in the Middle

East remaining hostage to Israeli whims.

We must thus put an end to the injustice done to the Palestinian people, free

it from the yoke of occupation of its land and end the suffering it has endured now

for over 22 years. This will be accomplished only when the Palestinian people is

able to exercise its national inalienable rights to self-determination,

independence and genuine sovereignty in its own independent Palestinian State,

whose creation was declared by the Palestinian people last year and welcomed

throughout the world. That is the real challenge and the only guarantee for ~ace.
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Mr. OLHralE (Djibouti): The General AsseJl'bly is ooce more seized of the

mom:pnental tragedy of this century. This is the fifteenth consecutive year since

the Assembly first reaffirmed the inalienable rights of the Palestinian people,

including its right to self-determination, as set out in resolution 3236 (XXIX) of

1974. The implication here is crystal clear: there can be no lasting peace in the

Middle East unless the core problem, the illegal occupation of Palestinian

territories ~ Israel, is fUlly and squarely addressed, the Palestinian people

beCOil\'! fUlly involved in all peace processes, their naticnal rights are totally

restored, and the Palestine Liberation Organization (PLO), the sole, legitimate

representative of the Palestin ian people, is recognized and involved as an equal

and indispensable partner in all peace negotiations. To further enhance the peace

process, the General Assembly several years ago elaborated on the elements for a

lasting solution to the conflict, within the framework of an international peace

conference on the Middle East, under the auspices of the United Nations and with

tile participation of the permanent members of the Security Council and all parties

to the conflict. Like the preceding security Council resolutions 242 (1967) and

338 (1973), this 'General Assent>ly resolution too was rejected by Israel, thus

blocking all initiatives towards co-operation and compromise.

The status quO in the occupied Palestinian territories is not sustainable and

cannot be justified on any ground - moral, legal, political or humanitarian.

Reprehensible as it may be, it also represents the single great anachronism of our

time~ a provisional military occupation slowly but surely transforming itself into

a formidable permanent superstructure that is instituting demographic and

institutiooal dhanges, besides extel'lding its jurisdiction and administratioo in the

occupied territories. Such measures serve as a definite prelude to a de facto

annexation. The Security CouncU and the General Assembly bear full responsibility

not only to thwart all kinds of illegal Israeli settlements in the occupied
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territories but also to muster sufficient courage to end forthwith this humiliating

and outdated occupation once and for all, consistent with its own resolutions and

decisions.

The feelings of a ~ung Jewish boy may help to reveal the curious nature of

Israel's blind and often fanatica! Clbsession with ooly its own security to the

detriment and total exclusion of the basic rights of the Palestinians. After the

cease-f ire in the JlI1e 1967 war, th is young boy pa tiently listened to the

exclamations of his mother - "What a triumph", "Israel is finally safe". The

12-year-old boy, skeptical of his JlDther's wisdom, made these rational

obserwtions: "Why is Israel any safer than before?" "Does not conquering more

territoEY just Jneil'l making mote enemies?". Indeed, enemies are Il8de. An entire

generation of Palestinians born and raised in refugee tents have grown up with a

sense of dispossession and outrage. Such a grim, dismal and impotent future

invariably provided the force that transformed the spontaneous outburst of rage

into a sustained, organized resistance.

Israel's obstinacY and implacability could not, contrary to its convictions,

sJll)ther or stifle the spirit of na tionalism and steadfast determination of the

Palestinians.

The intifadah in the occupied territories represents the true culmination and

reaffirll8tioo of this long, arduous and bitter struggle not O1ly to confront

Israeli ruthleseness and harsh repression but also to demonstrate their unity

towards attaining the freedom the Israelis enjoy but seem determined at all costs

to deny them. The cost of the intifadah is incalculably awesome in terms of lives

lost, injuries, maimings, imprisooments, expuls ions, property destruction, economic

hardship, disrupted education and collective punishment. The world can no longer

remin deaf to it. The intifadah brought out the horrible truth about Israeli

repressive policies and practices in the occupied territories.
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The popular civil uprisings provided a profound strategic dimension to the

diplomatic and political landscape of the conflict, bringing into focus the

substance of human rights and fundamental freedoms enshrined in the Universal

Declaration of Human Rights. Israel is obliged under international law to act in

accor:dance with the provisions of the Fourth Geneva Convention, which, however, it

consistently chooses to flout in pursuit of its unilateral objectives.

'!'he problems in the Middle East cannot be resolved by the administration of

flimsy political palliatives or b¥ the streams of "quick-fix" plans; much less can

they be resolved by Israel's simply fOClS ing on how to break the backbone of the

resistance. Nothing could be less possible. It is high time to recognize the

value and merits of responsible political action. Only a properly structured,

comprehe~sive dialogue based on realism and pragmatic wisdom and in consonance with

a proper legal framework can lead to a settlement in the interests of all States in

the area, including an independent Palestinian State.

The Palestine National Council, in Algiers in November 1988 and again in

Geneva in Dece11ber last year, adequately demonstrated its complete readiness to

work for a negotiated settlement on the basis of the two-State principle, in

accordance with General Assembly resolution 181 (11), of 1947, and other relevant

United Nations resolutions, coupled with the clear and unant>iguous rejection by the

PLO of all forms of terrorism, including State terrorism. It is regrettable,

therefore, that this h:lstoric political evolution, this rare window of opporttmity,

which every country on the globe agreed was the foremost positive step ever taken

by any side, should face the Israeli guillotine, which has thus quashed any hope of

resolving this conflict, that has for many years overshadowed the international

situation.

Israel prides itself on being the only democracy in the Middle East, but a

I

I

I

I____-------J

deJlDcracy that is not inclusive, that is selective in its methods and application
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and in the administration and delivery of justice, can, on the oattrary, lay claim

only to unlimited abuse of power. In the words of G. le Chesterton, ·Power can

only make ugliness uglier". It is hard to believe that reli~ble security can be

maintained without tolerance and wUlingness and agreement to live together 1ilile

remaining different. The train of change, of free choice and freedom, that is

sweeping across the frontiers of the nations in Eastern Europe, and elsewhere

should be given a chance to make a brief stop in this troubled area too, so that it

may impart, or perhaps inject, our shared co!lJiK)n vision.

In conclusion, I should like to acknowledge the commendable efforts of the

Committee on the EKercise of the Inalienable Rights of the Palestinian People,

under the chairmanship of Ambassador Absa Claude Dia110 of Senegal. That Committee

has made an effective and concrete contribution by consistently highlighting the

plight of the Palestinian people Wider Israeli' occupation and by recommending to

the Assenbly the implemenUltion of an action programme designed to enable the

Palestinian people to build its own State in its own land.

Mr. SALL. (Yemen) (interpretation from Arabic) I On this historic day,

which marks the ."i thdrawnl of the last Bd tish soldier from southern Yemen, Q\ the

very day when the leaders of the two parts of Yemen are meeting in Aden to agree on

a formula to restore the unity of Yemen, I am honoured to speak here on behalf of

both parts of the country on the question of Palestine.

This year the Gener~l Assembly is discussing the pp.J:elstent agenda item Q\ the

question of Palestine at a time progressively characterized by positive

developments in international poll tical relations, a growing improvement in the

international cl~ate and a general conviction of the need to resort to dialogue

and peaceful options to solve regional conflicts, renounce confrontation and take

practical measures to alleviate tension and arrive at a just political settlement.

These positive developments have together paved the way for more favourable
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circumstances that have enabled the United Nations to carry out its task and step

up its positive role with regard to international relations as the basic forum for

the maintenance of international peace and securi ty and the fostering of

international oo~peration.

The serious stand taken by the international oonmunity in respect of many

hotbeds of tension in our 'World has led to these being contained and quenched by

means of just political settlements. The question of Palestine, however, has not

yet been the subject of such a serious attitude, despite the fact that it is one of

the items that has been on the agenda of the Assemly for the longest time, and is

the crux of the Arab-Israeli conflict and the corner-stone of the Middle East

problem, which daily grows worse and becomes !ncreas ingly dangerous and tragic.

The situation in the Middle East resul. ting from Israel's a9CJressive policy

against the Palestinian people is so grave that it threatens peace not only in the

region but throughout the world. The heroic intifadah of the Pales tin ian people is

entering its third year, despite the aggression and repression of the Zionist

occupation forces against that people in the West Bank and the Gaza Strip simply

for standin9 up for its legitimate rights. The occupier resorts tJ:) killing,

imprisonment, torture, displacement, demolition of hOll\es, confiscation of property,

starvation, deprivation of education, and many other brutal acts that run counter

to international customs and laws and to the principles of human rights.
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Even so, some countries - which constattly appeal for respect for human

rights - continue to ignore all these brutal practices. A super-Pater, a permanent

member of the Security Council, shirks its cOl\1..'IIitments under the Charter, it

supplies Israel with military materiel and money to help it continue its occupation

and inhuman arbitrary practices against unarmed Palestinians.

Since the beginning of the intifadah, on 9 Decemer 1987, Israeli repression

has been characterized by bloodthirsty ferocity and by atrocious violations of the

rights of t.ne Palestinians. The desperate attempt to crush or contain the

intifadah is designed to perpetuate the settler oecupa tion and eliminate the

legi timate national rights of the Palestinian people. The so-called Shamir plan is

inimical to the rights and aspirations of the Palestinian people md constitutes a

new form of political manoeuvre designed to abort or circumvent the intifadah.

The heroic intifadah - the Palestinian people's stru9gle to re~ain its

territory and its legitimate national rights - marks a qualitatively n~ phase of

the conflict. It has sho\1l'l the international community that Israel's bloody

repression and occupation and its iron-fist policy cannot destroy .the resolve of

the Palestinian people or its struggle to put an end to Israeli settler occupation

and establish an independent Palestinian State 00 its national soU under the

leadership of the Palestine Liberation Organization (PLO), the sole, legitimate

representllti ve of the Palestinian people.

The Palestinian leadership has responded positively to detente and other

favourable developments in international relations. It has spared no effort to

achieve a peaceful, comprehensive and just solution to the question of Palestine

throuC}h a judicious and realistic pc1.icy aiming at previd!!¥) the favourable

conditions necessary to launch the process of dialogue and establish peace. That

was demnstrated in the historic resolutions adopted by the Palestine Natimal
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Council last November in Algeria, foremost among them bein;r the formulation of the

Palestinian peace initiative and the proclamation of the Palestinian state, which

has gained widespread international recognition.

Thus, we nCM have a historic opportunity to achieve peace in the region. But

Israel's arrogance and its engrained fear of peace continue to impede serious

efforts to find a just and lasting solution to the question of Palestine. Israel

obdurately persists in rejecting peace inl tia tives and by its repeated poll tical

manoeuvres, it hampers the peace process in the Middle East.

Widespread international support for and recognition of the State of Palestine

ana the Palestinian peace initiative reflect the international community's desire

to take advantage of the opportunity to reach :j jU9t and lasting solutiat to the

question of Palestine. Making good use of fe.vourable circumstances and a real

potential requires today more than ever bef'.)re that peace-loving States demonstrate

their solidarity with the State of Palestine and help it take its natural place

amon;r States.

It is therefore high time the United States of America adopted an approach in

line with the favourable international situation and with the well-established

reality brought about by the Palestinian intifadah.

The intifadah is an expression of the justice of the Palestinian cause and

emphasizes the need to reach a just, comprehensive, peaceful solution to the

question of Palestine. Such a solution can be brought about by exerting pressure

on Israel to take part in peace negotiations in the framework of the International

Psce Conference on the Middle East with the participation of the permanent members

of the Security Council and the other parties concerned, including the P~, the

sole, legitimate representative of the Palestinian people.
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In the light of posi tive developments in international relations and the

continued improvement in the international political climate, and thanks to the

laudable efforts of the Secretary-General, Mr. Javie r Perez de Cuellar, the Un! ted

Nations has proved that it can perform its role as an effecti ve instrument for the

maintenance of international peace and security and the settlement of international

human, cultural, social, economic and political problems. Therefore, the two Yemen

delegations welcomed the joint communique issued on 3 Noveiiber 1989 by the United

States and the USSR, in which they affirmed their commitment to and respect for the

principles of the United Nations Charter, and pledged joint efforts in the Security

Council to uphold peace, restore order and strengthen the role of the Organization

in the maintenance of in terna tional peace and securi ty.

On behalf of the delegations of the two parts of Yemen, and in the light of

the need to enhance the role of the Organization and bring to the fore del1Dcratic

principles and the principles of human rights, I call on the United States of

America to conform to the majority opinion. The United States should not stand

alone as a stumbling-block on the road to free democratic expression, as enbodied

in the international consensus in the General Assembly and the Security Council

that Israel must be impelled to accept the principle of negotiations with the PLO,

the sOle legitimate representative of the Palestinian people.

The PRESIDENT: I should like to inform delegations that four draft

resolutions have been issued as documents A/44/L.43, A/44/L.44, A/44/L.45 and

A/44/L.50, under the agenda item on the question of Palestine.
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Mr. SUTRESNA (Indonesia): A year ago ,the forty-third session of the

General Assembly met in Geneva to take up the agenda item 5Quest:ion of Palestine.-

Those plenary meetings were considered to be of such significance that many

delegations, including Indonesia's, were represented at the ministerial level. In

his statement in Geneva the Minister for Foreign Affairs of Indonesia,

Mr. Ali Alatas, said:

-The unprecedented decision to convene the General Assembly in Geneva in

order to hear the views of Chairman Arafat is not only an appropriate honour

bestowed on him, but also fitting homage to the PLO, recognized by the United

Nations as the sole and legitimate representative of the Palestinian people.

"These meetings, moreover, are an expression of international solidarity

and support for the intifadah, the popular uprising in the Palestinian

occupied territories in heroic defiance of the Israeli colonial occupation.-

(A/43/PV.78, p. 118)*

Indeed, the statement by Chairman Arafat at that important session concerning

the historic decisions taken by the Palestine National Council at its nineteenth

Extraordinary Conference was hailed by an overwhelming number of Member States.

The proclamation of the independent Palestinian State and the bold peace initiative

taken by the Palestine Liberation Organization (PLO) were welcomed as singUlar

contributions to a peaceful and comprehensive settlement of the conflict in the

Middle East.

Indonesia is heartened to note the further consolidation of the broad-based

support that the declaration of independence adopted by the Palestine National

* Mr. Lahia (Papua New Guinea), Vice-President, took the Chair.

I
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Council has gained over the course of the past year. In this regard my delegation

is pleased to announce the inauguration at Jakarta on 19 October 1989 of the

Palestine Embassy as a concrete manifestation of the establishment of diplomatic

relations between the Republic of Indonesia and the State of Palestine.

On that auspicio~ occasion the Foreign Minister of Indonesia stated that that

step was b~t the logical consequence of Indonesia's long-standing policy of

unflinching support for the valiant struggle of the Palestinian people, under the

leadership of the PLO, their sole and legitimate representative, to regain their

inalienable national right to sovereignty and independence. He also underscored

Indonesia's deep conviction of the pressing need to convene the International Peace

~onference on the Middle East to consider aU the essential elements of a just and

comprehensive solution, a need that has become increasingly obvious to everyone.

It is to be regretted that the accelera tion of the peace process we all so

fervently hope for had hardly commenced when the international efforts to initiate

negotiations under United Nations auspices and in accordance with its resolutions

were overshadowed by the extremely dangerous situation in the West Bank, Gaza,

Jerusalem and other Arab territories occupied since 1967. In fact, the Security

Council has had to be called into session urgently no less than three times dur ing

the past yea.r - in February, June CI1d November - to deal wi th the inhuman policies

and practices of the occupation forces against the innocent civilian population.

Moreover, the General Assembly, at the outset of its forty-third session, expressed

its deep concern at the alarming situation. And, when it reconvened in April, the

Assembly rightly moved to adopt, by an overwhelming majority, resolution 43/233, in

which it reiterated the demand in earlier decisions that Israel abide by the Geneva

Convention relative to the Protection of Civilian Persons in Time of War and

demanded an end to the car.nage in the occupied territory.
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Instead of responding positively to the international outcry and condemnation,

Israel, in its customary manner, further intensified its iron-fist policy of

attempting to bludgeon the Palestinians into submission. For the murderous

attacks, the mass detentions and tortures, the deportations and humiliations, the

confiscations and demolitions have continued unabated and constitute nothing less

than a war of annihilation against the Palestinian nation and its leadership, the

PLO. Indeed, the magnitude of the death and destruction, which have been duly

catalogued in the report of the Committee on the Exercise of the Inalienable Rights

of the Palestin ian People and in other relevant documents of the Organ iza tion,

defies description. We are also all apprised of the extreme suffering and hardship

of the Palestinians ~,der Israeli occupation by the daily reports of killings of

defenceless civilians, inclUding children, of raids and mass arrests, of increasing

use of collective punishment and of tolerance and even encouragement by the Israeli

civilian and military authorities of unchecked vigilante violence by Israeli

settlers.

Yet, despite the barbarous methods employed to curb the intifadah~ the heroic

Palestinian revolution cannot be quelled. Clearly, the powerful wave of popUlar

indignation against the repressive measures has swept through all segments of the

population. Through their great sacrifice and heroic resistance over .the past two

years the Palestinian people have demonstrated their unwavering allegiance to the

PID, as their sole and legi tima te representa tive and as the sine qua non party in

the search for a just solution to the question of Palestine. Thus there is and can

be no alternative to the PLO. Israel must reconcile itself to this· undeniable

reality. Similarly, if there is to be any hope of peace Israel nust abandon the

dangerous delusion of living with the intifadah and treating it as the status quo.

. j
I
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others. We therefore join menbers in urging Israel to rise to the occasion and

It is indeed a telling indication of Israel's arrogant reliance on military

might and unqualified support from its powerful benefactor that it is still unable

or unwillin,J to accept what has long been evident to the overwhelming majority of

the international community. Indeed, owing to the determination of the

Palestinians themselves to achieve recognition of their inalienable national rights

it is now universally acknowledged that there can be no peace without the

involvement of their legi timate representa Uves. Even Israel's other tradi tional

friends in the European Community and elsewhere today support the position that the

only viable path to peace is through the involvement of all the parties directly

concerned. In this regard my delegation has welcomed the initiation of contacts

between the United States and representatives of the PLO. At the same time we join

in the call for further consolidation of the dialogue leading to a greater balance

and objectivity in the approaches to the peace pr9cess.

After more than four decades and four wars, and after imr~nse hardship and

humiliation, an irreversible turning point has been reached. As I have already

noted, many momentous developments of a far-reaching nature have taken place. It

has been evident to the non-aligned and other nations that the Middle East conflict

is not amenable to a military fait accompli, conquest or annexation. The situation

calls for a poli tical settlement through sustained and meaningful dialogue and

negotiations. In the interim, the rapidly deterioratin~ situation in the occupied

territories calls for the initiation of actions to provide international protection

to the civilian population. In this connection, we concur with the need to place

all Palestinian territoIY, including 3erusalem, under United Nations supervision.

Now is the time for Israel to demonstrate the necessary realism, pragmatism

and moral determination, while acknowledging the national and human rights of

I

I
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all concerned, not least Israel. My delegation would like again tc call upon

In this regard the PLO has been direct and forthcoming in its decision to work

marked by genuine and lasting peace.

for peace with Israel t,hrough the single interna tionally recognized framework for

negotiations, the International Peace Conference on the Middle East, as called for

BM/l4

3dopt a constructive policy in order to find ways and means whereby pro9ress

towards peace may be achieved and the injustice and oppression to which people have
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The PLO has been clear also in its support for a comprehensive and lasting peace as

enunciated in General Assembly resolution 43/176, a<6'.opted in Geneva, especially

Israeli withdrawal from all territories occupied since 1967; security for all

States in the region, including those named in resolution 181 (11) of 1947; the

solving of the Palestinian refugee problem in accordance with resolution 194 (111)

of 1948 and other relevant United Nations decisions~ the dismantling of Israeli

settlements in the occupied territories; and the guarantee of freedom of access to

the holy places. Those indeed constitute the essential elements which address the

legitimate interests of all parties; therefore we appeal to Israel's friends and

supporters to institute the necessary .policies and adopt appropriate measures which

could induce Israel - for its own sake - to coma to the negotiating table and natch

the historic gesture of reconciliation with the PLO.

Indonesia shares the fervent hope that this unparalleled opportunity should

not be squandered, for the altetnative can only be further SUffering for all sides

from the incessant strife and tl.trmoil, violence and war. Let us therefore roove

forward by redoubling our collective efforts to ensure the end of the nightmare of

occupation that has been the daily lot of the Palestinians for too many years.

Nothing should deter the f~llfillment of their dream of sovereign independence in

Palestine and peace and security for all States in the region. For its part

Indonesia pledges to spare no effort in the realization of those noble objectives.

Mr. DIAKITE (Mali) (interpretation from French): The Middle East, which

is the historic cradle of civilizations and cultures among the most brilliant and

fertile hum"Jnity has ever known, has unfortunately since 1948 been synonymous with

tension, war and destruction and the continuing violation of international laws,

human rights and the rights of peoples. This tragic situation is the direct

consequence of Israel's refusal to abide by the relevant resolutions of the United

---~--------'-"
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Nations, which was instrumental in its creation. By refusing to respect the rights

of peoples and States in the region, by rejecting any dialogue which might lead to

just and durable peace, by blindly using military power against peoples and States,

Israel has created in the Middle East a situation which constitutes a permanent

threat to international peace and security.

The question of Palestine, as my delegation has always stated, is at the very

heart of the Middle East conflict. The problem has always been the central focus

of our Organization's concerns since it was created. Indeed, it was in the United

Nations that th) question of Palestine was born and it is in the United Nations

that it can and should be settled, with the assistance of all Member States.

Sin~e 1948 the question of Palestine has been the subject of discussions and

resolutions in this Organization. For more than 40 years the Palestinian people,

whose rights have been flouted and whose dignity has been injured, has been

fighting to recover its plundered homeland.

The Charter of the United Nations is binding upon all Member States.

Equality, justice, the peaceful settlement of disputes, co-operation and the

preservation of peace and security are fundamantal rules which are accepted by all

Menbers of our Organization. Although a State Menber of our Organization, Israel

is behaving in Palestine like an occupying power, reject.ing the obligations

incumbent upon it under the Charter, international conventions and the pertinent

~esolutions of our Organization.

The growing deterioration of the situation in occupied Palestine and the

tragedy which is the daily lot of the Palestinian people in the refugee camps in

Gaza and the West Bank of the Jordan are of concern to the international

community. The pOlicy of occupation, the annexation of territories, the imposition

by Israel of its Qfn laws, jurisdiction and adminsitration Md the various kinds of

viOlence whim are practised upon old people, women and children among the

____~ ~-J
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Palestinians, the exploitation, the plundering of the natural resources of the

occupied territories, the installation there of Jewish settler colonies and all the

physical and moral brutalities that are deliberately inflicted on the inhabitants

of the occupied territories - arrests, arbitrary sentencing and deportation, the

lay1ng of seige to towns, the demolition of the houses of the Arab inhabitants who

refuse to accept the laws of the occupier - all these are a daily illustration of

the behaviour of the occupying Power, which is deliberately violating the Geneva

Convention of 12 August 1949 relative to the Protection of Civilian Persons in Time

of War.

Faced with this situation the people of Palestine have risen as one against

oppression, pillage, injustice and occupation. The heroic people of Palestine are

in a state of revolt, of legitimate defence against Israeli occupation. The

struggle waged by the Palestinian people is part and parcel of the struggle being

waged by all oppressed peoples. The millions of Palestinians, whether or not they

live in Palestine, are all freedom fighters and those who struggle for dignitYJ

they are patriots, not terrorists.

For almost two years now the superiority and invincibility complex of the

Israeli repressive forces has once again been successfully ~hallenged by the heroes

of the intifadah. As Mr. N'Golo Traore, Minister of Foreign Affairs and

International Co""Operation of Mali, said in this Assembly on 9 October

"that revolt of the people in the occupied territories which has mobilized

Palestinians into the streets, including a large number of women 5nd children,

who are standing up unarmed to the Israeli occupation forces which ••• are

committing acts of torture and carrying ,)l...t massacres". (A/44/PV.24, p. 57)

The intifadah is thus seen as a popular uprising, both legitimate and

invincible, which has helped our Organization and the international community to

I
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understand better the tragedy of the Palestinian people and search for the most

appropriate way of finding a final solution to the nightmare inflicted upon the

Palestinian people.

We are convinced that victory for the Palestinian people is inevitable because

it is well known that no Power, no tyrant, can quell the struggle of a people which

is resolved to live and flourish in honour and dignity. Through its heroic

struggle, supported by the international community, the people of Palestine has

made itself felt. Its participation and its necessary role in creating a peace

based on a comprehensive, just and lasting settlement of the question of the Middle

East are recognized by all.

The Palestine Liberation Organization (PLO) and the new Palestinian :tate,

which my country recognized as soon as it was creatad, are the only direct and

mandated bargaining parties in everything concerning satisfying and guaranteeing

the inalienable rights of the Palestinian people. Those rights were recognized by

the United Nations, and it is for our Organization to ensure that they are ~~lly

enjoyed.

Here I should like to pay a tribute to the United Nations peace-keeping forces

and the united Nations Relief and WOrks Agency for Palestine Refug-ees in the Near

East, whose actions in that region are indeed necessary and in accordance with the

spirit of the Charter.

The Republic of Mal i has never spared any effort or any contr ibution in

recognizing and ensuring the enjoyment of the right to self-determination of the

Palestinian people and their return to their own homeland. Mali vill continue, as

in the past, to work for dialogue, understanding and co-operation among the peoples

and States of the entire world, while strictly respacting their sovereignty and

terr i torial in tegri ty. As in the past, the Gavernment of Mali will continue to

give its unstinting support to the PLO.
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My country was 1ft~ qratUled _en, on 15 tble!llber 1988, Chairman

Yasser Arafat announced en _Ill' of the PlO that it _auld accept Security Council

resolutions 242 (1967) &4 U8 (le,)) fIftd declared its readinG. to undertake

direct dialogue with I8rsel Dd to take pnt 1ft the International Peace Conference

on the ltic1dle East. 1ft Geft~8 Oft 15 I»ceilber 1988, durill9 ita forty-third session,

the General Assenbly in its resolut10n 43/176 took note of that historic

declaration Md quite properly espressed the view that the Conference would be

pointless without the Participation ot all perties to the conflict, lnclulUng the

Palestine Liberation Organization, on an equal footing, and the five per1lU!l\ent

menbers of the Security Council, based on Security Council resolutions 242 (1967)

and 338 (1973) Md the legitimate national rights of the Palestinian people,

primarily the right to self-dete11'lli~ation.

In response to the well-thought-out requests of the United Nations and the

enU~e. ~Dternational community the PID courageously and intelligently II'iIlde

concessions that are indeed of historic proportions. 'these (J)ncesslons should have

influenced the Israeli position.

Unfortunately, despite this breakthrough Israel is still refusing to undertake

constructive dialogue with the legitimate representatives of the Palestinian

people, a dialogue which would have the result of guannteeing its peace and

secudty. It is hi9h tine Israel faceG5 the facta line! stopped l1Ipeding processes

which can lead to peace~

It is essential that we work wen .,r8 Vigorously to put an end to 40 years of. .
violation, destruction 8I'ld intransigence CWld t'M ezletence ot refugees" eall•••

Neither the first two ~cial sessions of the General AsseRbly on Paleatine nor

resolutions 181 (11) of 29 Newellbel IN' end 11. (Ill) of 11 D1tc:"r 1948 nor all

the equally pertinent resolutions of the BeCU1'lty Ccuncll or other political anc!

legal bodies have been able to solft thi8 prebl,..
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Mali believes that enough guarantees have been given to Israel, notably the

guarantee of its right to live within secure and recognized boundaries. The United

Nations, and more particularly the security Council and the General Assembly, must

shOUlder their full responsibilities. The situation in Palestine and in the Middle

Sast is an emergency which requirC!S the implementation of the appropriate steps

laid cbIn in Chapter VII of the Charter.

Mali will continue to support the relevMt resolutions, reconnendations and

decisions adopted by our Organization, by the Organization of African Unity, the

Non-Aligned Movement, the Organization of the Islamic Conference and any other

organization workinr:J to bring peace and security to the Middle East. We welcome

the efforts and actions which have been carried out with such courage, objectivity

and devotion by the Secretary-General of the Uni ted Ha tions,

Mr. Javier Perez de Cuellar.

Mali appeals to all peace-loving and justice-loving States to work even harder

together in order to bring to Palestine and the Palestinians the benefits of the

general atmosphere of detente, trust and co'"'Operation which is progressively

emerging in international relations, in partiCUlar between East and West and

specifically between the two super-Pcwera, the United States and the Soviet Union.

Mali supports the Palestinian peace initiatives Md trusts they will

continue. We repeat that there is no substitute for direct dialogue. We should

give ever'i encouragement also to action undertaken by the Government of the U'l ion

of Soviet Socialist Republica and the States of the European Co_unity to put an

end to what Professor Arnold 'lbymee described in 1968 as the -locul Palestinian

tragedy which affects the entire world because it is an injustice that threatens

the peace of the world-.

'1b avoid ~ny further deterioration of the situation in the area and to allay

the 6uffaring of the Palestinian people, it appears to us to be indispensable to
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speed up the convening of the International Peace Conference CXl the Middle East.

Such a oonference must necessarily take into account the contents of Ganeral

Asselllbly resolufdon 43/176 of 15 December 1988 - 1n other words: ensuring Israel's

withdrawal from the Palestinian territory occupied since 1967, including Jerusalem,

and from the other occupied Arab territories, guaranteeing arrangements for the

security of all States in the region, including the State of Palestine, within

secure and internationally recognized boundaries, solving the problem of the

Palestine refugeesj dismantling the Israeli settlemEnts in the territories occupied

since 1967, aild guaranteeing freedom of access to the Holy Places and other

religious buUdings and sites.

In keeping with its history and its traditions based on wisdom, tolerance and

solidarity i tha people of Mali, together with all the other peoples in Africa and

the world, will always be ready to make its contribution to bringing about a world

of peace Md justice. The peace, justice and solidarity we are seeking should be

of benefi t to all mmtk ind.

Mr. SaDRI (Sweden) I Before I start fftI statement, I wish to Wlderline

that the continuation of the delicate peace process in the Middle East requires

restraint from all sides. It is most regrettable ~~en major parties seem to lock

themselves into pClBi tions which could ser iously aft'"ct the peace process and even

the proper functioning of the United Nations. I am convinced, however, that with

illll1gination and underst.anding it will be possible to overcome the present

di fficul ties.

The part of the General Assellbly session that was held in Geneva last year was

characterized by remarkable progress. The Chairman of the Palestine Liberation

Organization (l'ID), Yasser Arafat, explained that the PIO was prepared to ne90tiate

with Israel a caapreheneive peace settlement of the Ar~b-Israeli conflict on the

basis of Security Council resolutions 242 (1967) and 338 (1973) within the

.....
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framework of the International Peac~ Conference. The PLO recognized the right of

Israel to exist in peace within secure and recognized borders. Mr. Arafat also

renounced terrorism in all its forms. As a result of those declarations, a

dialogue between the United States and the Pto was opened. This created a new

situation in the Middle East.

International support for the Palestinian people and for the PLO policy of

peace md negotiation has dramatically increased. All over the world people now

look with clearer eyes and with greater understanding at the plight of the

Pales tin ians.

The fact that the PLO and the Palestinians have chosen the road of peace and

reconcilation has gained them international sympathy and support. The Arab world

has now confirmed its support for this policy. The PLO strictly adheres to this

read in spite of the :ontinuing suffering of the Palestinian people.

Also in Israel voices of reason are gaining strength. A growing number of

Israelis .and of supporters of Israel all over the world are realizing that the

present situatio~ is untenable and that the time has come to recognize the

Palestinian people' s ri9ht to exist, right to self-determination, and right to

their own land.
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The Government of Israel has for the first time this decade presented a peace

initiative of its own. This initiative is still a long way from the universally

recognized and basic principles for a solution, such as the principle of land for

peace, contained in Security Council resolutions 242 (1961) and 338 (1918), and the

principle of Palestinian self-determinationJ but it reflects a growing awareness

also in the Israeli Government that the status quO is not acceptable.

A ye~ ago the focus was on establishing a dialogue between the Uni ted States

and the Palestinians. Today efforts are focused upon conditions for a dialogue

between Israel and the Palestinians. Israel is for the first tine facing the need

to address the Palestinian people directly. The United States is, together with

Egypt, actively engaged in efforts to br ing abou t such a dialogtle. We support

these efforts. Never before has a direct dialogue between Israel and the

Polestin!an people been ~ close. It would be a tragic mistake not to use the

current 8pirit of reconciliation M1alg people and nations all over the world. This

historical oppcxtunity 1'Il\mt not be lost.

A dialogue between Israel and the PLO is an important step, but it is not an

end in 1tself. 9.r 45eal ing wi th elections in the occupied terri toties and with

negotiations about the peace process it can lead to further steps al the road to

peace.

It is in our view self-evident, and a basic democratic right, that the

Palestiniens the~elves determine who shall represent them. For someQie else to

claim this right le ~tot only denr.x:ratically unacceptable but also pol itically

unwise.

i

I

I

I

I

I
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ready to talk to Israel. Israel must inevitably, sooner or later, talk to the

We appeal to the parties to seize this opportunity. The Palestinian

leadership has accepted talks as the ally viable means to reach peace. The PLO is
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PW. Can anyme seriously believe that a Palestinian orgS\i:aticm tIhoao

representative status has been confirmed by almost the entire membership of tba

United Nations can be perlll8ftently excluded frOll Influencisr;r tIM Regotia,tiCll prooou?

"We have got to talll to the enemy. Our tullets and their stoee. eaano~ solye

the problem·'

ThOlSe words are Abie Nathan IS, the prOllineftt IsraeU. peace eliICtiv!8., .. 1ft gaol

for talk lR} to the PW.

The Intifadah has shOlfn that the Palutiniaft people wU1 Jmt __1\ ~ ~.lraeli

occupation. There cm be no return to the .itutb befCll'Q the outbreat of the
~

intifadah.

Sweden has foe <Wer 40 years supported Israelis right to live in peace. That

support "U1 remain talcbugec!, but this ctwlously cbu nM mean automatic nppo-rt

for Israelis policies. We have on a number of occas ions cri ticiz&d Ist'ael l s

practices in the occupied Palestinian territories. It'" with great cUsmay that we

note that the harsh policies of the occupying brer ecntiaue eabated.

The brutal methoc!s I:lf which the Palestinian poPJlatioa iD st.;)pres8ed He not

caupatiLle '11th Israelis status aa a d;ftt)cracy. POt the Pel.tinians wilo are.

arbitrarily detained and harassed, whose house. are demo1i~ed - while the illegal

Iarae1i settlement policy ls still being pursued - whoee oU... groves are

destroyed, and whose children are rancbmly shot atJ for these people IsraelGs

lron-f1st policy has vert, very 11ttle to do with demcracy.

Not only is the Palestinian people being .harassed by the occupying PCwer,

Un! ted NaUt. is institu tions are being attacked. tthen a West Bank sc;bOol of the

United Nations Relief and tbrks Agency for Palestine Refugees in the Hear

East (UNRWA) was recently shot at by Israeli troops, the event was witnessed by

visiting Swedish parliamentarians here present.
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(Mr. SChori, Sweden)

The Palestinian people needs protection. The Geneva Convention relative to

the protection of civilians in occupied territories is applicable to all the

territories held by Israel since 1967. Israel'S claim that this is not the case

because the territories are - allegedly - administered rather than oecup~ed must be

firmly re jected •

Israel's continued violation of the Palestinian people's human rights must

again be condenned. For the sake of peace and demcracy, in the interest of the

Israeli and Palestinian peoples, we call on the Israeli Government to abandon these

policies now.

A year ago my Foteign Minister appealed to the Israel i Government to declare

openly in the Assembly that Israel has no intentioo to acquire terr! tory or remain

in the territories taken by force in 1967. I now, on behalf of the Swedish

Government, renew this appeal.

Mrs. FIORa mmA (Cuba) (interpretation from Spanish): For decades nOlf

in the Uni ted Na tions we have been involved in the search for a peaceful and just

solution to the problem of the Middle East and its oore, the question of

Palestine. Thus far we have not achieved that objective, mainly because of the

obstructionist atti. tude of a few .0 attempt. to stop the irreversible march of

history.

It might seem that the injustice committed against the Palestinian people

cannot be redressed and that that long-suffering people is doomed to live displaced

from its }-'\meland, discriminated against and oppressed in the land of its birth,

and deprived of all its national rights, including that to self-determination.

'l'here has been a great deal of talk about the prospects that are opening up

for a peaceful solutim to many regicnal conflicts through negotiations. But

everything seems to indicate that there are forces that reject an agreenent of this
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(Mrs. Florez Prida, Cuba)

·... ,1

type in respect of the Middle East crisis, in spite of the posi tive steps taken by

the Palestine Liberation Organization as an expression of its wUl to negotiate in

order to resolve, through political means, the conflict afflicting its region.

The declaration made by the Palestine National Council in November 1988, in

which it recognized Security Council resolutions 242 (1967) and ~,38 (1973) as a

basis for negotiation in the search for a solution to the a"nfli(2t is a clear

demonstration of that fact.
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same time as it tries to gain time through diplomatic ..leans and to distort the

legitimate proposals to begin a peace process in the region, it has continued to

Israel, on the other hand, has not respooded with equal flexibility, and, at the

(Mrs. Flores Prida, Cuba)
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NR/ed

carry out unacceptable measures to deny the Palestinian people its nationality and

its culture and to uproot it.

The heroic intifadah, t~e Palestinian national insurrection, emerged as a

response to these actions by the Israeli occupier and as a reflection of the

growing yearning for freedom of a people that has its Ofn culture, its own

traditions and its own national identity. Israel's acts of plunder against the

Palestinian people in the occupied territories, its promotion of Jewish sattlements

on Palestinian land, the destruction of homes, the levying of taxes, the

difficulties in gaining their livelihood imposed on Palestinians in Gaza and the

West Bank of the Jordan, the detentions, torture and assassinations are all part of

a preconceived plan, to jeopardize the Palestinian people's basis of survival.

The Government of Israel and its supporters must realize that this situation

cannot continue and that there is no longer any place for the policy of

fait accompli that the State of Israel has imposed on the Arab and Palestinian

territories occupied since 1967, including Jerusalem.

Cuba reiterates its support for the just struggle of the Palestinian peopl.a

against the Zionist invader and for the State of Palestine as proclaimed by the

Palestine National Council. At the same ti~, it demands the imm!diate and

unconditional withdrawal of Israeli occupation forces from all occupied Arab ~,d

Palestinian territories. My country believes that in the present circumstances it

is essential to step up the efforts aimed at the convening of an international

conference on peace in the Middle East under the auspices of the Uni ted Na tions and
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since 1967, and,
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(loirs. Flores Pdda, Cuba)
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United Nations General Assembly resolution 194 (Ill) of 11 December 1948 and

"(c) resolving the problem of the Palestine refugees in conformity with

"(d) dismantling the Israeli settlements in the territories occupied

"(b) guaranteeing arrangements for the security of all States in the

occupied Ar~b territories,

Palestine, including Jerusalem, occupied since 1967, and from all the other

"Ca) the wi thdrawal of tsra et from all the terd tory of the State of

and sites" (A/44/551, p. 39).

"(e) guaranteeing freedom of access to holy places, religious buildings

region, including the State of Palestine, within secure and internationally

there be compliance with the principles which, in the opinion of the r-~vement of

Wa believe that the time is ripe for the beginning in all seriousness of a

r~ognized boundarie~1

Palestinian people, its national dignity and its conditions of life but also on the

Non-Aligned Countries, as reaffirmed at its ninth summit Conference, in Belgrade,

should guide the achievement of comprehensive peace in the Middle East. These are:

believe that the expressed will of virtually all the memers of the inb; .....ational

NR/ed

Organization, the sole, legitimate representative of the Palestinian pet·

Security Council and all the patties concerned, including the Palestine Liberation

community in favour of the holding of such a conference should provide these that
oppose it with food for thought.

genu1.ne peace process in the regiQ1 that will have posi tive effects not only on the

with the participation on an equal footing of the fi'IYe permanent ~mbera of the

other countries of the Middle East. However, for this purpose it is essential that
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(Mrs. Flores Prida, Cuba)

Cuba, as a nember of the Movement of Non-Aligned Countries, supports these

principles unconditionally and rejects any plan to begin a peace process in the

region. without the full and free participation of the Palestinian people, under the

leadership of the Palestine Liberation Organization, since that would from the

outset thwart any effort at negotiation aimed at a pol! tical settlement of the

conflict.

We believe that the time has come to press forward in that direction. My

COGntry is prepared to wor.z with the rest of the international community to bring

about peace in the Middle East by means of fair and lasting agreements.

The meeting rose at 12. SS p.m.
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